
Burger Daddy

By Brian Pelletier

“The usual, Mac.”

Larry didn’t know the guy’s real name. He just called him Mac, because it seemed to fit, 

even though Mac was about as far from a typical refrigerator-with-a-head Mac as you could get. 

Rather, Mac was a slight Asian man with narrow eyes and a broad smile, with a cooking 

repertoire that belied the fact that he cooked it all up in a greasy-spoon diner called Eats. 

“Comin’ up, Larry,” Mac replied. “How’s business?”

“Can’t complain, but I still do,” said Larry, as he tucked the overly large napkin into his 

collar to cover up his large stomach. Larry ran his fingers through his thinning hair, pulled 

himself onto a stool at the counter and then tried to pull his nearly frayed sport coat tighter around 

himself. “Going to Omaha today.”

Omaha. The beef capital of the world. Not the best burgers he’d ever had, although they 

were consistently high quality. And not so much of the fancy gourmet style. To Larry the best 

burgers were often the simplest.

“That right? Judging another competition?”

“Nah, just an invite to a new restaurant that just opened. Somethin’ about grass-fed cattle. 

Not that it could possibly make that much difference, but it’s supposed to be a better quality. 

More natural.” He emphasized the last word to make it more light in its loafers, punctuating it by 

waving his fingers and grinning.

“Don’t all cows eat grass?” asked Mac, as he flipped Larry’s burger on the griddle.

“They do for a while. But then they start on corn, which makes ‘em fatter faster. More 

economical. And less ecological.” His fingers waved again, and he chuckled to himself.

Larry knew burgers, and burgers – well, the burger world – knew Larry. Back when he 

was in high school, he won a hamburger-eating contest at the State Fair down in Springfield. 

Eighteen quarter-pound hamburgers, in 15 minutes. He didn’t even get sick.

That was the very beginning. Truthfully, it was his mother who inspired him. After he had 

basked in the glory of this gastro-sensational victory for the second week, she became 

exasperated with him. “You can’t earn a living eating hamburgers!”

Why not?

Wearing his prize like a badge of honor, Larry cultivated his skill into a job, and a career. 

A natural marketer, he became the ultimate hamburger authority – burger critic, celebrity endorser 
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for the occasional new burger ingredient, burger grill-off judge and small-town parade grand 

marshal – whatever, as long as there was a hamburger connection. 

Mac assembled two burgers and looked up at Larry. “Fries?”

“No fries. Chips.” Larry knew the drill. “Just gimme my burgers.”

Mac’s burgers were the table wine of Larry’s cellar, the everyday dependable meal that he 

looked forward to after the various gourmet burgers that kept him solvent. And portly. A simple 

beef patty on a white bun. With Mac’s special sauce that was just right – Larry had given up 

trying to figure out what was in it, and Mac wasn’t telling. McDonald’s special sauce? 

Fuggetaboutit.

If he didn’t have to eat other burgers to make a living, Larry would live on Mac’s. Three 

times a day.

It was only 8:30 in the morning, so these two happened to be Larry’s breakfast.
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The Burger Daddy Report

The inside scoop in the world of hamburgers, by Larry, The 

Burger Daddy

Inside:

- Organic beef?

- Burgers and Brew in Milwaukee

- Side orders

- Letters and responses

* Organic Beef? *

The food police have even reached our beloved hamburgers, folks, 

proving that indeed nothing is sacred. I can’t imagine what 

they’ll think of next.

Organic beef? Isn’t all beef organic? Aren’t all cows 

raised in fields where they eat grass? Apparently, my friends and 

fellow gastronomians, no way Jose.

As it was recently revealed to me, most cows destined to be 

eaten between two pieces of bread are fed corn and wheat to make 

them grow faster – you might or might not be surprised to learn 

that raising beef cattle is an incredibly narrow-margin business. 

So if you want to make money, you have to decrease your costs, 

which means you need to feed your cattle the three square meals 

that will fatten them up the fastest. Grass and hay just don’t 

cut it.

Of course there are also injections and vitamins and 

supplements and other crap that lead to better burgers, faster. 

We’ve discussed the growth hormone issues here before – ‘nuf 

said.

So organic beef – or more specifically, free-range beef – 

is made from cows that take a pass on the injections and vitamins 

(I take my vitamins every day, so I really don’t see the problem 

with this) and eat only what they get in the pasture, along with 
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the hay that’s grown in the surrounding fields – which of course 

is grown without pesticides and fertilizers and blah, blah, blah. 

What’s the diff? Well, I’m about to find out, as I travel 

down to the fair state of Nebraska and its crown jewel of Omaha 

to visit Grasslands, a new restaurant that just opened. 

Apparently – allegedly – this more “natural” ground beef tastes 

better. We shall see. Or I shall see first, and then I’ll tell 

you about it in the next report.

* Burgers and Brew in Milwaukee *

I’m sure you’re all dying to get to the Burgers and Brew Festival 

in Milwaukee later this month, on 12 and 13 March (ooh, I feel so 

European!) to be exact. Yours truly will be one of the celebrity 

judges for the Burger Cook-Off. Okay, the only celebrity judge, 

as far as I know. But I haven’t driven up the road to cheesehead 

country in a good long time, and I’m looking forward to tasting 

what they’ve been up to burgerwise since they started putting 

cheese on everything.

Hope to see you there – stop and say hey if you see me. 

I’ll be the fat, happy cat with burgers on his mind.

* Side Orders *

* Anybody hear of a bar in northern Minnesota that supposedly has 

great burgers? Not sure if it’s worth the trip, but in case 

anyone has heard of a place is called “Good Old Days,” let me 

know.

* Congratulations to our good friend Sophia Marks, who gurgled 

down the famed nine-pound Barrick Burger at the Plaza Hotel in 

Vegas in an impressive 48 minutes and 10 seconds! Not bad for a 

girl. Well, okay, she’s one of the top-ranked eaters around of 
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either sex, and she happens to be of the fairer variety. 

Congrats, Sophia. Ron LeFevre, Badlands Booker and Ron “Hizzoner” 

Koch also placed in the snarfing event.

And a big BD wave also to David Stringfield, who won the 

Plaza’s amateur contest with the restaurant’s mini-Barrick Burger 

– all of three pounds! Maybe we’ll see Dave at some grown-up 

events sometime soon.

* I’m not sure how I feel about this: the International 

Federation of Competitive Eating is selling “official’s” shirts, 

in official blue with the official emblaze “I.F.O.C.E.” Should 

anybody with a double sawbuck be allowed to wear one of these?

* Let’s get some discussion going here – ground round, ground 

sirloin, or ground chuck?

* Letters *

Hey Burger Daddy,

When can we expect to see some standards in the Burger 

World? The woman in Chattanooga won the burger eating contest by 

consuming 69 burgers in eight minutes. And yet you regularly hear 

about world-class gurgitators eating 15 or so burgers in 

competition. What gives?

What’s It All Mean in Philadelphia

WIAM: I don’t know what to say. We have an international 

federation, but they even sell “official’s” shirts to just 

anyone, so don’t look for standards coming from them. I can tell 

you that the Chattanooga event – reported here in November – was 

sponsored by Krystal Restaurants, where the burgers are quite 

small. Since they sponsored the event, you can only expect that 

they’d use their own burgers. – BD
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Hey Burger Daddy,

What’s your take on the “Super Size Me” movie, now out on 

DVD? Looks like burgers are unhealthy, eh? Is that movie going to 

put you out of business?

Can’t Believe Burgers Are Bad in Dallas

CBBAB: There are no bad burgers, only bad people with burgers. I 

eat burgers every day, at least three times, and I’m not 

suffering any ill effects. I’m as healthy – and almost as heavy, 

heh! – as a horse. In fact, I’m going in later this week for a 

check-up, which I expect to be as positive as the last time I 

went in.

So what about this movie (which we’ve discussed and dissed 

at great length in previous issues)? Some amateur decides to eat 

exclusively at McDonald’s. But not just burgers – shakes and 

fries and apple pies and Lord knows what else. I like Quarter 

Pounders and Big Macs as much as the next guy, but that’s just 

junk food – and how boring! Man cannot live on McD’s alone – on 

burgers alone, yes, but not just McD’s. - BD

End of Report
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Chapter 3

Ben Kadet met him outside the restaurant, excited and trying hard not to be anxious.

“A great pleasure, Larry,” Ben said as he grabbed his hand. The man was thin, with 

longish graying hair and a goatee, almost exactly as Larry would picture the proprietor of a 

health-food restaurant. “I hope you had a good flight.”

“Up and down,” answered Larry. He was pleased that he didn’t even need to ask for a 

seat belt extender because the flight attendant gave him one as he was boarding the plane. “Every 

flight that lands on its wheels is a good flight. So this is your place. Doesn’t look very new, does 

it?”

The restaurant didn’t look new, with its ranch-like low-profile and green awning that 

extended to the sidewalk. Windows all around, although darkened in the bright sunlight.

“The building has been here for a while, and was a traditional steakhouse before I took 

over. Didn’t need to change much, except for the menu and the signage.”

Larry looked up at the sign. “Grasslands,” in a logo that looked hand-written in green. 

How touching – green for ecology and a script font for the homestyle cooking, he bet.

“I like the green script. Speaks volumes about what’s inside, I bet.”

“Thanks,” Ben said with a grin. “We think so. Are you hungry?”

“Every day.”

“Great, let’s go in and I’ll show you around.”

“You can really feel the heart of this place, can’t you?” Larry asked rhetorically. Larry 

noted the additional green, in the form of carpeting, paint and accent lighting. 

“Yep. Do you want to eat first, or tour first?” Ben asked.

“Always eat first,” answered Larry. “That’s an easy one. A rule to live by.”

“Alright, let’s sit down.” Ben led the way to a table on the side of the room, and motioned 

for Larry to sit down. Right behind them was a teenage boy with a short haircut, dressed in --- 

whatdoyaknow, a green shirt.

“Hi, welcome to Grasslands, Mr., um…,” the boy stammered. “Burger Daddy. My 

name’s Russ and I’ll be taking care of you today.” He blushed at Ben for his error, but he brushed 

it away. “Would you like something to drink?”

“A Coke and a smile,” Larry laughed. “And your best burger.”

“Right away,” Russ answered, pulling out his pad. “How would you like that cooked?”

Larry looked at Ben with an arched eyebrow. “What do you recommend?”
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Ben looked at Larry as Russ looked at them both. “Isn’t that a matter of personal 

preference?” Ben asked.

“Of course it is,” answered Larry. “But everyplace is different, and every chef has his 

own idea of what makes his burgers taste great.” 

“Ah. Medium well, kiddo,” Ben nodded to Russ.

“Yes, sir. Fries, salad or soup?” he turned back to Larry.

“Why don’t you just make it a second burger instead? With cheese. Organic cheese, no 

doubt,” he smiled at Ben.

“One hundred percent organic cheddar or Swiss, unless you want soy cheese, which is, of 

course, organic as well,” answered Ben. “I read your report this morning. I think you’re going to 

be surprised.”

“Excuse me sir, but I just wanted to say that it’s a great pleasure to meet you,” Russ said 

with only the slightest stammer. “I’ve been a big fan for a long time. I’m hoping to enter a burger-

eating contest this summer, and you’ve been an inspiration to me.”

“It’s always good to see youngsters following in the footsteps of a noble cause,” smiled 

Larry. “Good luck to you.”

“Thank you, sir,” said Russ. “If you don’t mind, I’m wondering if you have any advice 

for my first contest.”

“Advice!” Larry roared. “Eat as much as you can! There’s some advice. Listen, kid, if 

you’re going to be serious about eating hamburgers, you gotta train. It’s not something you can 

just do. You have to work at it. Practice. Prepare.”

“Believe me, he’s been practicing,” interrupted Ben. “Russ, how many Quarter Pounders 

did you put away the other night?”

Russ blushed and turned toward Larry. “Only five, but I wasn’t trying very hard.’

“That’s not a bad start. Keep working at it. You’ll get there.”

“Thank you sir!” Russ was excited now, as he turned back toward the kitchen.

“But about our organic burgers,” Ben said, narrowing his eyes at Larry. “I hope you have 

an open mind about this. This is a much bigger issue than you might imagine. We’re trying to do 

something good here, all the way around – good for the industry, good for our customers, and 

good tasting.”

“I always have an open mind, and an open mouth,” answered Larry. “I’ve just seen each 

health food craze come and go, from co-ops to whole grains to alar-free apples to whatever’s 

coming next. I do burgers, I don’t do political statements.”
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“Of course,” said Ben. “But isn’t everything is a political statement if you think about 

it?”

“Right. And everything is a religious statement, too,” Larry laughed. “Nothing is either 

good or bad, but thinking makes it so.”

“Hamlet.”

“Very good,” Larry laughed harder. “So what makes this burger better?”

Ben launched into his well-rehearsed explanation about how the beef cattle were raised in 

pleasant pastures with trees and flowers and chirping birds. Larry scribbled down some notes and 

tried to listen to Ben rather than his hunger pangs. At last Russ arrived with lunch.

Larry eyed the two plates. Two burgers, open-faced, one with a slab of golden cheese, on 

– of course – a whole-grain bun. The obligatory leaf of lettuce, sliced tomato and sliced onion on 

the side.

Larry put his head down to his plate, nearly touching his nose to the burger patty. He 

inhaled deeply, and closed his eyes to identify the flavors he could smell.

“Yes, there is a natural scent to it, grassy and fresh,” Larry still had his eyes closed. “A bit 

of nuttiness, perhaps walnut – no, pecan – and definitely a note of…,” he opened his eyes and 

looked at Ben. “Of sirloin or chuck – I can’t tell!”

Larry assembled the burger without the condiments. “Organic produce, I’m sure.” Larry 

mumbled. “We’ll just stick with the burger for now.” He picked up the cheese-less burger and bit 

into it.”

Ben watched in amazement. Somehow Larry had eaten nearly half of the burger in one 

bite. As he chewed the chunk, he breathed deeply and closed his eyes as if he were savoring a fine 

wine. Except he was chewing it.

Finally he swallowed. “You know,” he said, dabbing lips with his napkin. “This isn’t half 

bad.”

“Well, you only ate half the burger,” said Ben, as the spoken words broke the spell and he 

was finally able to look away from the sight. “I’m hoping to get a more detailed review than ‘not 

half bad.’”

Larry swallowed his second bite, and then took a small notebook out of his pocket. Ben 

reflexively straightened in his chair. Larry closed his eyes again.

“It tastes like ground chuck, but it also tastes like ground sirloin,” Larry said, his eyes 

popping open as his gaze narrowed at Ben. “Which is it?”
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“Funny you should ask that question in your report this morning,” laughed Ben. “It’s 

both. A proprietary mixture.”

“Ahhh!” exclaimed Larry. “An inspired touch! Just a bit of salt and pepper, and no other 

flavorings. No? Yes? Wait.” He took another cheese-less bite and chewed it as he closed his eyes 

and pondered the sizeable morsel in his mouth. “No, nothing else. But it tastes so rich!”

“Voila! Organic beef.” Ben was pleased. Would you like another?” he asked, without a 

hint of irony.

Larry paused to consider the idea. “Yes, but not until after the tour. Whenever you’re 

ready.”

“Let’s go,” Ben said as he stood up, abandoning his salad. “I’m glad you liked them.” He 

shook his head in disbelief over how fast the burgers disappeared, and how this man could write a 

review about something he only tasted for two seconds.
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Chapter 4

“Mr. Burger Daddy,” a drawling voice interrupted him. He was writing a very good 

review in his head as he approached the airport doors, and was contemplating whether he 

shouldn’t have eaten a fourth burger at Grasslands.

Larry looked up and squinted in the bright sunlight. “Do I know you?” He saw the man 

who spoke, and looked at the three others behind him. “Any of you?”

“No sir, you don’t. Not yet. We’d like to have a word with you.”

Larry glanced at his watch and saw he had plenty of time to catch his flight. “You want 

an autograph or something?”

“No sir. We’d like to know more about your experience at Grasslands. We trust that it 

wasn’t very good.”

“Well, as a matter of fact…”

“We trust,” the man interrupted, “that it wasn’t very good.” 

“Ah, yes. Well, you’ll find that your Jedi mind tricks won’t work with me. What exactly 

do you want?” Larry was more curious than agitated.

“We just want to make sure that you didn’t have a good meal at Grasslands. That you 

didn’t enjoy it. And that you report it as such in your, um, report-thing.”

The man apparently had little experience explaining himself, thought Larry, or else just 

hadn’t rehearsed his speech. He looked at the four men one at a time, soaking in what he saw. The 

Speaking Man was wearing cowboy boots and jeans, a plaid shirt, a jean jacket and a brown 

cowboy hat. Number Two, Number Three and Number Four were dressed the same way, except 

for different patterns of plaid. They all looked at Larry through squinting eyes behind unshaven 

faces.

“Four amigos, eh?” Larry asked. “You get a bulk discount on those threads?” 

Speaking Man adjusted his hat and forced a smile, but the other three looked at each 

others’ clothes. 

“I told you the uniform look wasn’t going to work!” Number Three said to Speaking Man 

in a loud whisper.

“Ssshhhh!!!” exclaimed Speaking Man. “We are not here to talk about the dress code. We 

have an agenda!”
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“You seemed to have lost it, along with your sense of fashion” Larry answered. “It’s a 

rookie mistake. Is this your first time together as a goon squad? You wanted to make a good first 

impression, so you all dressed the same to look your best, right?”

“Mr. Burger Daddy…,” Speaking Man began.

“No, this ain’t our first time out, but we just started last week,” interrupted Number 

Three. “I said then that we shouldn’t have to all wear the same clothes, but no…”

“I…said…ssshhh!” voiced Speaking Man as he turned to Number Three. “Can’t you see 

we’re having a conversation here?”

“It’s hard to be a cohesive team when everyone’s so obviously upset about the team 

structure,” Larry said, as teacher-like as he thought possible.

“Team structure? I thought we were talking about our uniforms!?” Speaking Man, 

stammered and shook his head. Larry saw the frustration, and knew the man couldn’t decide at 

whom, or for what.

“Everybody wants to be unique and special,” Larry explained, “just like everyone else. 

You can’t come together as a team until you each accept and respect each other’s individuality.” 

Larry smiled at the thought of helping his…enemies?...do their goon job better.

“Yeah, what he said,” twanged Number Four. “I’ve been demoralized since I got dressed 

this morning. I want my hat back.”

“I told you a million times that you can not wear a beret when we’re all wearing cowboy 

hats,” exclaimed Speaking Man. “That ain’t right.”

“Listen, friend,” Larry put his hand on Speaking Man’s shoulder and lowered his voice a 

bit. “Do you want to be a leader, or a manager? A manager just tells people what to do. They 

control. They’re impersonal. A leader makes thing happen by inspiring people. You’re just not 

inspiring when you’re controlling, buddy. You don’t want to be a micromanager, do you?”

Speaking man was exasperated. “I just thought that the uniform would pull us together as 

a team, and help us work as a single, cohesive unit. It seemed like such a simple thing.”

“That’s what a couple of management classes’ll get you,” Larry said in a low voice. “You 

gotta let them be who they are, otherwise they’re going to turn on you.” He looked back at the 

others. “But you’re not going to turn on him, right? Because he’s going to let you express 

yourselves, right?” he turned back to Speaking Man, and then stepped back to look at all four of 

them. 

“Yes, sir,” they said, nearly in unison. Two of them kicked at nothing on the ground as the 

other two adjusted their hats.
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“Good. My work here is done, and I have to catch a plane. We’ll see you real soon.”


